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Still from ‘The Flower Matrix VR’ from Claudia Hart, Oculus Touch Virtual Reality Experience, Edition 3 + 2AP (2017)

‘The Flower Matrix VR’

Virtual Reality Experience for the Oculus Touch
Edition 3+ 2AP
2017
With The Flower Matrix, Claudia Hart proposes a new kind of liminal space, a seductive environment for viewing her immersive
world.  Mixed-reality architecture becomes fantastical, embellished by decorative elements embracing an aesthetic of the fake
in which technology has replaced nature, sugary sweet and chemically toxic in equal measures.
Hart reinterprets the “labyrinth of the minotaur,” a mythological maze from which there is no escape. As its source, an
appropriated computer model taken from the free-online digital repository 3D Warehouse, is covered with an edited selection
flashing emojis, the icons of power, money, addiction and control.  These are the symbols of casino-capitalism, both seductive
and oppressive. An immersive audio score plunges visitors into an intensely embodied and incessantly unfolding narrative of
signs and symbols, as they navigate The Flower Matrix.

Still
from ‘The Flower Matrix’ 3-Channel Media Installation (2017), Edition 3 + 2AP

‘The Flower Matrix’

3-Channel 4K Video with custom 5-channel Audio
Duration: 09:50
Edition 3+ 2AP
2017

Programmed by the artist,
Claudia Hart’s multimedia craft
objects are metaphors that
unfold, using computer vision to
reveal intoxicating layers of new
information - the symbols for
power, money and addiction
found free-floating on the
Internet.
Using a smartphone or tablet,
viewers can look through Hart’s
Looking Glass app to glimpse a
world of pulsing invisible flowers
on top of her decorative
wallpapers, covered with
animated graphics culled from
Internet signage, computer code,
and emoji graphics.
Hart’s wallpapers, carpets, and ceramic tiles were specifically created as décor for a new kind of virtual-reality lounge, a
seductive environment made for viewing her Flower Matrix VR world. In this lounge, mixed reality fantastical architecture is
embellished by decorative elements that use an aesthetic of fakeness where technology has replaced nature. It is both sugary
sweet and chemically toxic in equal measures.
To view the animation, Download the Layar APP in the App Store and point your device at the patterns below.

‘The Current’

Adhesive Wallpaper with Augmented
Reality Moving Image
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

‘Moving Image’

Adhesive Wallpaper with Augmented
Reality Moving Image
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

‘San Jose’

Adhesive Wallpaper with Augmented
Reality Moving Image
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

‘QR Mashup Dish’

‘Random Glitch Dish’

‘Mirrored Glitch Dish’

Hand-thrown by Kimi Kim

Hand-thrown by Kimi Kim

Hand-thrown by Kimi Kim

Paper Porcelain 9” x 9” x ½”
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

Paper Porcelain 9” x 9” x ½”
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

‘Emoji Tartan’

‘Linear Leather Dish’

Hand-thrown by Kimi Kim

Hand-thrown by Kimi Kim

Paper Porcelain 9” x 9” x ½”
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

Paper Porcelain 9” x 9” x ½”
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

Paper Porcelain 9” x 9” x ½”
Edition 5 + 1AP
2013-2017

TRANSFER explores the friction between networked studio practice and its physical instantiation.  The gallery supports artists working with
computer-based practices to realize aggressive installation projects within our walls, and exhibits internationally to engage the growing market
for media-based artworks.
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